Orthogonal Graph Representations are essential tools for testing existence of hidden variables in quantum theory. As required by the interpretation of Copenhaghe on the foundations of quantum mechanics, a physical observable is not determined before its observation. Conducting experiments quantum contextuality or the information capacity of a quantum system are closely related to the orthogonal representations.
Definition of Ortogonal Representation (OR)
Definition 1.1. Let G = (V, E), an orthogonal representation (hereinafter OR) is a function σ : V → R d , with d the dimension, so that checks the next:
• If two vertices i, j are adjacent → σ(i), σ(j) = 0.
• σ(i) = σ(j).
This representation is called orthonormal if verified ||σ(v)|| = 1 for all v ∈ V (G) and is minimum if there is no representation for G with d < d. At this minimum dimension d is known as orthogonal range of the graph. ρ(G).
The assignment σ ≡ 0 is a trivial orthogonal representation for any graph, the same way that for any graph G such that |V (G)| = n always has a representation (does not have to be minimal ) σ(G) ∈ R n . The main difficulty of the problem is the minimization of the dimension because the space of the representation in vector should be optimizated and also the dimension is not unique.
The problem of orthogonal representation, from the purely mathematical point of view, was approached by Lovasz [1] where he established a necessary and sufficient condition for a specific type of representation known as general position. Subsequently many authors [12, 13, 14] described other representations and bounds for the minimum dimensions of them. However, in the context of studies on quantum bases discussed above, another representation appears [3, 7, 10, 11] for graphs: faithful representations (hereinafter FOR). • If two vertices i, j are adjacent ↔ σ ⊥ (i), σ ⊥ (j) = 0.
Similarly, this representation is called orthonormal if verified ||σ ⊥ (v)|| = 1 for all v ∈ V (G) and is minimum if there is no representation for G with d < d. At this minimum dimension d is called orthogonal range faithful of graph: ρ ⊥ (G).
The inclusion of the necessary and sufficient condition restricts more the problem of representation, so much so that Lovasz [1] only gives a characterization of the dimension for his own orthogonal representation. In the main theorem in [1] Lovasz defines a characterization for a type of representation that he called orthogonal Representation in general position (hereinafter ORGP).
with d the dimension, so which verifies the following:
• If two vertices i, j are adjacent → σ pg (i)σ pg (j) = 0.
• Every vector set of size d is linearly independent.
• σ pg (i) = σ pg (j).
Similarly, this representation is called orthonormal if verified ||σ pg (v)|| = 1 for all v ∈ V (G) and is minimum if there is no representation for G with d < d. At this minimum dimension d is called orthogonal range in general position of the graph: ρ pg (G).
We have omitted from the definition that Lovasz considers orthogonal vertices those which are not adjacent. But the result is the same using the complementary graphḠ.
The relationship of the parameters studied by Lovasz in their work are connected with quantum theory. Adan Cabello et al. [10] show that there are experiments of quantum measuring contextuality (determined by their inequality equations) which can be represented as graphs and also the number thereof Lovasz sets a limit for the correlation value given by quantum theory in these experiments. The Importance of θ(G) [8] defines a new type of essential orthogonal representation in quantum mechanics.
with the dimension, so that verifies the following:
• If two vertices i, j are adjacent → σ so (i)σ so (j) = 0.
• The representation obtained get the Lovasz number θ.
• σ pg (i) = σ lo (j).
Similarly, this representation is called orthonormal if verified ||σ so (v)|| = 1 for all v ∈ V (G) and is minimum if there is no representation for G with d < d. This minimum dimension d is called Lovasz-optimal orthogonal range of graph: ρ ⊥ lo (G).
OR from the geometrical point of view
Given a representation with base assigned to a set of vertices V = {v 1 , ..., v i , ..., v d } in dimension d forming the structure of a complete graph G = K d , get a FOR induced by subgraph G ⊂ G is done by removing edges. These operations correspond geometrically to perform rotations about the set of vector V , so that couples (v i , v j ) ∈Ē(G), with i = j, are selected and rotate one of the vector around a given axis. In each step of these procedure is logical that the restrictions imposed by G can not be representable for dimension d, so the dimension may fluctuate to a greater or lesser in every step. 
proof: At every turn does not have to keep the dimension d, in fact may increase or decrease. The reason for decrease in one dimension to make one round (remove an edge in the graph) or should instead increase is due to the distinction between vectors, since the vectors must be different for different vertices because proportionality are not allowed and therefore there are cases in which a transformation to eliminate a component in the vector representation (the same for all), but in other cases the corresponding transformation never keeps the condition of distinguishability of vertices and therefore appears necessary to add a new component to the group. Assuming a representation, there is a transformation T , do not know if the rotation are commutative, which gets the FOR.
Clearly, the rotation is unique because it supports a rotation of x + 2kπ.
Banned Graphs
Banned graphs are graphs with the particular property that monopolize the space ρ ⊥ = n without becoming a K n , is due to restrictions on the conditions of FOR. Some previous definitions:
A graph G is said critical for dimension d when the dimension change to remove any edge in G.
Banned graphs provide the best known lower bound for ρ ⊥ , with an overall dimension for all graphs:
Lemma 3.1. Be a graph G and G f b the largest graph induced prohibited.
The existence of Banned graphs comes from studying the situation in which we try to force a dimension in a graph. Mainly due to the need to maintain 2 properties in FOR:
1. Uniqueness. That is, no duplication vectors allowed.
2. Orthogonality. The graph should reproduce, in a necessary and sufficient way, the set of resultant vectors.
These two properties of the FOR define two different types of structures that can be found prohibited.
Banned Graph by duplicity
When in a graph are 2 vertices v i and v j (with i = j) that perfrom the same function, ie, they have the same neighbors then they are, inside the structure, indistinguishable. This situation, when perfrom a projection on the space assigning vectors to the vertices FOR able to cause v i v j . These structure is one of the subfamilies in family type I of banned graphs: F n = K n − n/2 , which actually consists of removing a maximal matching of K n :
So there are always at least 2 vertices with duplicity. The particularity of this subfamily is that |V (F n )| = ρ p erp(F n ) = n Examples are shown in the following figures: • n (command) = d.
• e (size) = d 2 /2−d . Follow the sequence EliptictroublemakerR n (2, 4).
• Eccentricity:
• Diameter: max{ξ(v)} = 2.
• Girth (length of the shortest cycle): 4 if n ≥ 4. In another case ∞.
• Radio: rad(G) = min{ξ(v)} ∈ [1, 2], depending on whether it is even or odd.
We get the simplest structure of type I forcing two vertices to be orthogonal without direct adjacency, that is, using a structure that occupies space such that both vertices have the same behavior into the graph. Figure 5 : The structure of hidden edge in dim d. P is a graph such that ρ ⊥ (P ) = d. G = P ∪ l ∪ r turns out to be a graph, if we try to continue to represent dim d or d + 1, only got l⊥ r.
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If in the above figure we consider that P is the graph banned to dim d, then G = P ∪ l ∪ r be the graph is banned to dim d + 1.
There are other graphs of type I different of above structures but are also critical. This family is similar to Figure 6 , but the are not complete adjacency between the vertices. To explain this case we know a family of graphs based on multiple cycles of length 4: C 4n , with n ≥ 2, and does not contain as banned subgraph any of the previously studied. 
Banned Graph by edge hidden
Definition 3.3. A hidden edge is a virtual orthogonality result of the difference between a graph G and a vector representation of its vertices. It occurs when two vertices v i , v j verify:
This is the structure of type II with orthogonality by cross assignment. The diagram in Figure 9 k, C is another linear manifold of dimension d − k and sets T and M are linear subspace each containing only one vertex t and m, respectively. Note that T ⊥C, as t ∈ D this means that T ⊥M , hence t and m are orthogonal and there is a hidden edge between them. If this happens we know it is not possible to assign vectors in dimension d in this graph. The underlying recursive feature in the Banned graphs is well noted. Scale not only adding vertices in accordance with the above structure, but the total binding of two graphs also generates another banned graph.
Be a graph G with structure hidden edges as in Figure  9 in dimension d, with C, D ∈ G. Then C ∪ D is the graph banned type I for dimension d − 1 more an edge when |C| and |D| are odd. Otherwise prohibited graph matches for dimension d − 1.
proof: It is sufficient to calculate the difference between the edges of the graph generated according to the scheme of Figure 6 and those belonging to the banned graphs. For the case where C and D has an odd number of vertices is 1 the difference edge. For all other cases the resulting graph is the banned graph for dimension d − 1.
These families are discussed above be banned graphs with the minimum number of vertices, ie, the smallest graph is represent necessary d dimension is the dimension graph prohibited for d − 1.
Conjecture 3.2. Any graph Banned critical to dim d has at least 2 vertices 'isomorphic'. NOTE: 2 isomorphic vertices are those that removing either (either) the graph has smaller dimension (being critical) and also both generated subgraphs are isomorphic.
No demo ...
Conjecture 3.3. If G is a critical graph (not banned) and ρ
Banned Graphs Family
Mathias proposed a group of Banned graphs. We handle categorize by type (type I or II). However, is important to think about this clasification first of all. First, every graph has a banned dimension, ie ρ ⊥ (G) = ρ ⊥ (G) − 1, clearly. This pre-orthogonal dimension range of the graph is insufficient to represent vectors, the reason may be based on arguments of type I or type II. It is like saying that Petersen is Banned to dim 2, in fact it is because ρ ⊥ (P ) = 3.
Perhaps most important-difficult-essential thing is to identify when a dimension is critical to a graph, by this I mean that although we change the dimension that we tested, the morphology of the graph remains the same. Therefore, elements such as duplication, that is, that two vertices are "indistinguishable" (sharing neighbors) is a property that does not vary with the size, although it may itself depend on the number of adjacencies. Therefore we clearly identify a graph with type I or type II is to assert that there is or not parallel (type I) or hidden edge (type II) in the graph. But this requires existence graph quantifying parameters to determine the existence of the above elements on the specific graph. What is special about the family we know? The most important family in our paper is type I and also has that |V | = ρ ⊥ (G). Owned by the dimension of a graph we used to obtain higher levels of graphs. However, what happens when |V | > ρ ⊥ (G)? Because it is possible found other families of banned graph with the same structure of type I.
Open question: Be a graph G = (V, E) and dimension d, Is G type I for d? Suffice to note that, for d given, there are two vectors with the same representation. But we do not know how to determine the d You can create a table by specifying the family of graphs banned in the number of vertices and the banned dimension.
The table would be:
The ρ ⊥ d+1 family is the banned graphs K n − n/2 .
Known dimensions
• ρ ⊥ (K n ) = n.
• ρ ⊥ (F n ) = n and F n = K n − n/2 hidden edges.
• ρ ⊥ (C n ) = 3, unless ρ ⊥ (C 4 ) = 4.
• two-tree: ρ ⊥ (T 2 ) = 4. Two dimension using ρ ⊥ (G) ≥ mr + (G) [41] .
• ρ ⊥ (P etersen) = 3.
• ρ ⊥ (K n,m ) = 4. By having C 4 : 4 ≤ ρ ⊥ (K n,m ) ≤ n + m. It can be shown that there is always a representation of K n,m in dim 4 using two orthogonal sets are together where all elements are 'coplanar'.
• ρ ⊥ (K n,n − e) = 5. Structure type II.
• ρ ⊥ (C n ) = n − 2. Josera showed that ρ ⊥ (C n ≤ n − 2, with n odd. We know from [43] that ρ ⊥ (G) ≥ mr + (G) ≥ mr(G) As mr(C n ) = n − 2 is shown
• Paley Graphs. (proven computationally up to 29) P (q), with q prime, verifies that all orthogonal vectors intersect at the same angle and ρ ⊥ (G) = q/2 . For P (q 2 ) only have the example of 9 and 25, although we believe that 25 = 5 2 out 3 angles.
• No demo ... We know that ρ ⊥ ≤ ω(G)+ 1 (because graphs do not contain prohibited maximum clique but simulate As
• For G vertex-transitive self-complementary and ρ ⊥ (G) = n/2 . Theorem 4.1. Let G a graph anyone, V C the set of vertices cuttingḠ, n = |V (G)| and m = |V C|.
proof: Trivial using Lovasz dimension.
Regular graphs: We know 2δ(G) + 2 − n ≤ K(G) ≤ ∆(G) [42] . Using that if a graph G is regular, thenḠ is n-r-1 regular.
This result holds for representation in general position. Dimensional with FOR would be:
Self-complementary Graph: Let G = (V, E) self-complementary and |V | = n, we know
edges, ie, the half restrictions of K n therefore lost n(n − 1)/4 ortogonalities. In the best case for remove that ortogonalities we can remove up to n/2 components in representation
proof: We know:
• If G is self-complementary and not vertice-transitive may be false.
• If G is vertice-transitive and not self-complementary there is counterexample: ρ ⊥ (C 18 ) = 4 and
We think that in this cases we have the best case in above proposition, such that the group of n/2 vectors which remove ortogonalities have redundancy in the graph and we can use vectors by linal combination of the rest of the graph, so we reduce the dimension of the graph to n/2.
by [44] .
•
proof: We based these conjectures in previous result, but we have not demo. we only know that in Cycles and Holes it's true and second sentence is false in σ pg . 
The Smollyn10 is a counterexample for greater than or equal to the conjecture. 
Relationship between different ORs
Using the Lovasz work about orthogonal representation is trivial prove that if exists ρ ⊥ (G) then exists ρ(G), so ρ ⊥ (G) ≥ ρ(G). Also is trivial that ρ lo (G)(not faithful) ≥ ρ(G) and ρ pg (G) ≥ ρ(G). By simulations and computer algorithms we know that in general ρ pg (G) ≥ ρ lo (G) and moreover ρ ⊥ lo (G) ≥ ρ lo (G). Then
The most important parameters in our study are ρ ⊥ (G), ρ ⊥ pg (G) and ρ ⊥ lo (G). There are a few known relationships between them based on their restrictions.
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